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On Multivariate Approximation 
by Bernstein-Type Polynomials 
MARIE-MADELEINE DERRIENNIC 
INTRODUCTION 
We study here Bernstein-type polynomial operators defined for 
integrable functions on a simplex T in R’. They are generalizations of the 
modified Bernstein polynomial operators on Lp(O, 1) introduced by J. L. 
Durrmeyer in [S] and studied by the author in [S]. We denote by 
(Mn),, I the sequence of those modified operators. 
First, we study properties associated with the self-adjointness of M,, and 
express M,f, for f’ integrable on T, as a very simple Fourier-type sum. 
Then, we verify the convergence of derivatives of M,f to derivatives off, a 
known property of the classical Bernstein polynomials, and we find the 
same rapidity of convergence involving n ‘.‘I. Finally, we prove the con- 
vergence of M,,f‘to f belonging to Lp( T), in LP( T), for p > 1 and estimate 
the degree of approximation off‘by M,, f in LP( T). (The statements will be 
given in the general case of a simplex of R’, but, to simplify, technical 
proofs will be done in the case I= 2.) 
1. DEFINITION AND FIRST PROPERTIES 
DEFINITION. Let the simplex in R’ be 
T= i X=(x , , x2 ,..., u,) 1 x, 3 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., I; f: x, < 1 
,=I I 
The modified Bernstein polynomial of degree n, for a T-integrable function 
f; is defined by 
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k’,,(l;‘, C.) = ttl + I)! 
yj- c P,lt,(mP,,,(L’) 
Iill , li 
and 
t?! 
PdX) = j7!(n ~ 1 h 1 )! X”( I - 1 x/ )” V’ 
for any h such as 1 h j <H (as usual, for lz = (II,, h2,..., h,) in N’ and A’= 
(r, . x2 ,.... x,) in R’, we denote 
/I71 = iii,. I?! = 17, ! 172 !...h,!, IX1 = iA:, ,y” = g/ $2 $‘), 
I I i I 
PROPOSITIOU I. I. The oprmror M,, hu.v the ,fdlmc~ing properties of 
c~lu.v.sicul BrrmttGn poiynomiul oprrutor: 
( I ) It is lineur, positiw. 
(2 1 It /Jrf’.wrl~f’.\ tlrc c’ol7.\Itrtrl.s. trrrt7.sfort~7.v (I ,fimc,rion f’(.\-, . .Y: ,.... .u,) 
clfpcwtk’lri WI/l ()I! .\,, . 
h=I 7, I. 
iti (I firncfion Iv,, / tk~JCt7tkt7t Wl!,~ 017 .Yi . Jot 
, *, . 
(3 ) It prcsertes the tit~gwc ot’po1~non~iul.s rvith rr,qurd to euch variable 
\t,hrn their global dqyrr iv < pi. 
hokls fhr uttj‘ f’und g in L’(T). ( WC rccull B,,f’(X) = I,,,, ~~,, p,?t,(X) J’(hjn), 
for x E T. ) 
Proof: The property (1 1 comes from the positivity of the kernel K,,. The 
second one is an immediate consequence of the binomial formula. For the 
third one. we use Leibniz’ formula for the derivative P(x”( 1 X/ + z)“) at 
the point r = 1 - 1 Xl (P is the differential operator 
to obtain the expression of M,,.f’ when f’(X) = x”: 
M,, f’(X) = 
(n + I)! ” 4’ 4 
c T( j 
t7 ! 
(n+/yl+l)! ~ ~,)A! .Y (n-1,1)! “’ 
(1.1) 
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where, for the multi-integers 9 = (9,, y2 ,..., 9,) and s = (s, , s, ,..., s,), instead 
of Cr;=O Cy;=, CCEC,, we denote CrEo, and (‘I) = q!/s!(y ~ s)!. 
II. SELF-ADJOINT PROPERTIES 
In this part, we study the properties of the operator M,,, fastened to its 
self-adjointness. We denote &, the space of polynomials of glcbal degree 
< m, and 9,, the subspace of .$,!:,, orthogonal, for the inner product on 
L’(T), to the space $, ,. 
THEOREM II. 1. For ewry m 2 I, the space 4,, is cm eigensuhspuce of’ M,, 
ussociated to the eigenculue 
L,, = 
(n + I)! n! 
(n+m+l)! (n-m)! 
lf m d n and jw, ,n = 0 if’m > n. 
Consequently1 for uny integrable fiinction ,f. M,, f‘ cun he bilritten 
M,,.f= i ;" ,,.,,, p,,,j; 
I?, = 0 
(2.1) 
tvhere Pmf’ is the “‘projection” of,f on the space %,,, (the inner product, on 
L’(T), (.L Q), is continuously dc$ned.fijr any integmhle $inction fund unr’ 
pol.vnomial Q). 
Proof: We use a property given in [S] for a Hilbert space H., a sub- 
space J of H, and a linear operator L on H, such as L(J) c:J and 
L*(J) c J: if a vector V verifies V# J, V I J, L and L* are stable: on the 
direct sum JO ( V), then V is an eigenvector of L. 
For every multi-integer 9, with / 91 = m, we define the pol,ynomial 
V, = X4 + W, such that V, is orthogonal to & , and W, belongs t’o .<,z , 
We then use the above-mentioned property for H= L’( T), L = M,,, 
J= $,, , , V= V,. The eigenvalue associated to the eigenvector V, is 
obtained as the coefficient of Xq in the polynomial M,,(Y) and it is 
(n+l)! n! 
(n+m+l)! (n-m)! 
if m Gn. zero if m > II 
As this eigenvalue depends only on / 9 1 = M, and as the polynornials V, 
when 9 runs on the multi-integers such as 19 1 = ~7 span %,,, this space is an 
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eigensubspace of M,,. Let us denote i .,,,,,, the eigenvalue of M,, associated to 
A, and take Qn .,,, k = 1, 2 ,..., M,, an orthonormal system spanning 4 ,,,. 
Since the global degree of M,,,f is not greater than n. we have, for any 
integrable function ,j: a decomposition 
M,,.f’= f f ,uk.,,,(.f )Qk.,ri 
Writing (M,, f; Q,.,,, > = j- ,,.,, ( fi Qn ,), > = PDF’), we conclude that (2.1 ) 
holds for any ,f: (m, is the number of multi-integers q such as / y / = tn.) 
III. CONVERGENU: OF PARTIAL DERIVATIVES 
We prove in this part the convergence of partial derivatives of M,,f to 
partial derivatives of f’ (when they exist), a well-known property for 
classical Bernstein polynomials (cf. for [O. I 1’. P. L. Butzer 131). 
THEOREM I I I. I. If’ thr function f’ bus u continuous purtiul clrrivutive D,.f 
on T. then: 
(i 1 ;y~ I D”M,,,flX) 1 G ;!g / DWX) I. (3.1) 
(ii) ;yl D”M,,.f’(X) - DYf’(X) I 
< C, (1)(D’ff; n ’ ‘) + C’,n ’ yj ID”f’(J’)l. (3.2) 
nlhere w(g,6) is the value qf’ the modulus of’ continuity, of’ the continuous 
function g in 6 > 0, and C, , C, urc t1z.o constants dependent only on q and 1. 
Proqf!f: (in the case I= 2). If f’ is integrable on T and n > 1 q /, we have 
the first expression for XE T: 
DYM,,.f‘(W = (~,,,c, 
, /I + 
C P,, ,,,.,,W)ji (-~)‘“‘D”(P,,+,,,.,,+,(U)).I’(C’)~C~, 
y 1 s I, 
(3.3) 
where to simplify the writing we denote 
n! (n + 2)! 
u 
“w= (n-t Iql)! (n- lq/)!‘ 
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We obtain this expression, reasoning by recurrence on y, and q2 and 
using the relation for h, 3 1, ]hl <n-l, XE T: 
and the similar one about the variable .Y~. 
Then if f’ owns a continuous partial derivative D“j on T, we use (Green’s 
formula in (3.3); there appear curvilinear integrals which are zero., so we 
have the second expression for any XE T: 
To prove (3.1) we use then the binomial formula to get, for any XE T, 
the identity: 
c P,, ,<,,.h(W = 1 (3.5) 
/ It + q I c PI 
and the inequality a,,,,(~ + I q I + 2) ’ (n + 1 q I + 1) ’ < 1 for any n, q such 
as Iql dn. 
To prove (3.2) we write for any XE T: 
I D“M,, f’(J4 - D‘!f(.Y) I
6 I 1 ~ (n + I q I + 2) (n + I 4 I + 1) u,,.yl I I DYM,,f‘(W I 
+ I (n + I q I + 2) (n + I q I + 1) a,;; D“M,,f(X) - D”f’(W I. (3.6) 
As 1 DYM,,f(X) does not exceed suprit T1 D’lf‘( U) 1, and as there (exists a 
constant Cz, dependent only on q such as 11 ~ (n + I ql + 2) 
(n + I q I + 1 )u,,yy I 6 C,ln, we have only to consider the last term of the 
inequality (3.6). 
In a well-known way, with the help of the modulus of continuity (cf. 
C. Coatmelec 141) and using the relation (3.5), we get for any XE T: 
I (n + I q I + 1) (n + I q I + 2) a,,.; DYM,,f’(J’) - D‘!f(W I 
d(~~+/~I+~)(n+I~/+2) 1 P,, IyI.h(W 
1 it + y I < ?I 
XI, p,z+ ,,,,. +,(L’) I W’(U)- W‘(X)I dU 
<o(D’ff; 6) [l +S ‘(n+ lql + 1) (n-t Iql +2) 
x c p,, ,,,.,(X) s , /i , y 1 s ,I , p,,+ ,y ,.,, +,(U U-XII dUl> 
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where I( /I is the euclidean norm on R’ and the positive real number 6 is 
to be precised later. 
We compute for any X= (,u,, .Y?)E T and i= 1, 2: 
c 17,) 
Ir + y , -. li 
(n+‘4’)! ‘2nx,(l -.‘i,)+ [.+41ql’+ 16/yl + 12) 
=(n+jql+4)! \ 
-2.~,(l4I(2q,+3)+4(Y,+1))+(4,+1)(q,+2)1i. (3.7) 
So, with the help of Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the sums and for the 
integrals we have 
(~~+lyl+1)(n+/4I+2) 
where ;“, is twice the greatest value, for .Y,E [O. I], of the terms under 
bracket in (3.7). 
We take now b = n ’ ’ and we obtain that the last term of the inequality 
(3.6) is bounded by C, o(Dyf; n I”) where C, = 2 + y: ‘. 
IV. CONVERGENCE IN Lp( T) 
In this part, we prove the convergence of M,f’ to .f’ in Lp( T) for any 
,f’~ Lp( 7’) p 3 1. We give an estimate of the degree of approximation off‘by 
M,,f with the help of the modulus of smoothness off‘defined for 6 > 0 by 
where T,,= ~X~(A’,X+~)ETXT}. 
First, we deal with the problem on the space C’(T) of the continuous 
functions with continuous first derivatives. 
Then the Peetre-X-functional of the function ,JE L”(T) defined by 
will allow us to enlarge the result to the whole Lp( T), for 1 <p < z, and to 
continuous functions for p = co, since the functional .fp(t,f’) is “equivalent” 
to w,,(fi t). 
PROPOSITIOK IV. I. The operator M,, is a contruc’tion on L”(T) for p 3 1, 
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Proof: For p = x, the result comes from constant preserving property 
of M,, and for p = 1, in addition, through the self-adjointness of kl,, The 
general case is then established with the Riesz convexity theorem (cf. 
N. Dunford and J. T. Schwartz [7]). 
THEOREM IV.l. For uny p, 1 <p d co, undfor un)lf E C’(T), we haue rhe 
estimate I/M,,f-f~~Ircr,6Cpn ‘~2C,y,=,I/D(lf‘llL~,rl, sphere C,] is u con- 
.stunt dependent only on p and 1. 
Proqf!f: (in the case I= 2). Since M,, preserves the constants, we have for 
any ,f’E C’(T) and any XE T: 
I M,,f(W -f(X) I 6 I- K,(X u) I.f‘( V -f(x) I dC’. 
T 
(4.1) 
We begin by the case p = a. 
For any X and U in the simplex T, we get 
l.f‘(U)-f‘(X)16 (1 II I F (.Y, ,‘(T)+ l~kq,,,,) “x-u” (4.2) 
Using the computation (3.7) for q! = q2 = 0, we have 
sup 
i 
K,(X, U) IIX- Ull’dn ‘. (4.3) 
xti T 
Summing up the inequalities (4.1) (4.2), and (4.3) after using 
Cauchy Schwarz inequality we obtain 
We deal now with the case 1 < p < x. 
Splitting the set of integration in order to stay in T, we use Hiilder 
inequality, symmetricity of K,,, and (4.1 ) to obtain 
/I M,,,f-flt /Y(T) 6 2 
0-1 
IP 
K(X u) If(u,, d-,f'(-~,~ u,)l”dudX Tx T 
! 
+2 I.,. i > 
I./l 
K,,(X, U) I.f‘(-x,, uz)-.f’(x,, .uz)l”dUdJ’ (4.4) 
Introducing the function on [0, l]‘, &u,, ,F, I,) = 1 if u, d s 6 x, or 
.\-, GSGU,, &U,, s, -Y, ) = 0 elsewhere, we write, for any (u, , ZL?, -Y, ) with 
(u,, II~)E T, (I,, U:)E T: 
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So, we obtain 
Let 6 be a positive real number which will be precised later (6 < 1). For 
any XE T and (s, u2) E T, we split the integral 1: “2 1 U, - .K, 1 I’ ’ 
d(u , , s, s, ) clu, in two integrals according to I U, - s 1 < 6 or not, to bound 
it by 
(4.6) 
where the integer Y is defined by Y < p - 1 < r + 1. 
Hence, for any (s, u2) E T and XE T we have 
* 
X sup K(X, I/) /u, -xjr+ ’ d/Y 
iil t r0.l L,?l ” 1 
+ i 
i 
1 II , - .s I ” ’ 
_ I I(1 \, .I) 
3~(u,..r..K,)ilrr,;) 
X sup i K(X,U)lu,-.K,/‘+2rlX I0 c ro. I ml” 1 
<ii” r ‘(p-r- 1) ‘t,,(r+ l)+dp r ‘(p-r-2) ‘<,(r+2), (4.7) 
where c,,(r) = sup, i ri7 K,,(X, U) 1; I:- XII’ C/X. 
We need now a result of the next Proposition IV.2 there exists a con- 
stant C(r), independent of n, such as t,,(r) < C(r)n “. 
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So, the right side of (4.5) is bounded by 
&/l-r I, ,r-t I ‘?C;(l +6 ‘17 ’ ?), 
where C;, is a constant dependent only on p. 
We choose 6 = n ’ ’ and we get 
~2) -,f(.~, , u2 I p dU dX < 2C’ 
In the same way, we obtain 
Summing up the inequalities (4.4), (4.8), and (4.9) it comes 
For the proof in the case p = 1, we proceed in the same manner. 
The inequalities (4.4) and (4.5) are still true and the integral 
J:, -‘c &u,, s, x, ) du, is bounded by 
Then, we continue as for p > 1, and the term of the right side in (4.5) is 
less than 
Then we conclude as above for p > I. 
Remark. Using an argument of convexity, we could get the property for 
I <p < ~8 as a consequence of the property for p = 1 and p = x. 
PROPOSITION IV.2. For any integer r, we huve the estimate 
sup * K,,(X, U)/lX-UIl’dU=O(n~“). 
J .YtT t 
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Proof (I = 2). We denote, for i = 1, 2 and an integer r. 
S,,.,,(X) = 1 K(X 0’) t-y, - u,)’ dU. 
T 
We prove, in the same way as in [5, p. 3281, computing ((~/~x,)S~,~,,(X), 
the identity 
(r+n+3)S,,,,, ,., (W = .y,(l --x,1 
1 
2rS,,., ,.,(W ~ &-S,,,,(X, 
/ 1 -((I -2.~,) (r+ 1)-.~,)S,,,,,,(W. 
Reasoning by recurrence on Y, we verify that S,,,,,(X), which is a 
polynomial in I, of degree r, is a rational fraction in n of degree - r/2 if r is 
even, of degree - (r + 1)/2 if r is odd. Then, the result follows with the help 
of CauchyySchwarz inequality. 
Remark. Theorem IV.1 is still true if f’ belongs to Sobolev space 
I+‘,,,( 7). Indeed, C’(T) is dense in W,,p( T) and M, is a contraction on 
L”(T). (the definition of W,,(T) is recalled next.) 
THEOREM IV.2. Let there he 1 6p < XX, .fiw an?’ ,f’E Lp( T), the sequence 
M,,,f converses to .f’ in L”(T), and 
II M,,f‘-.flI Ipc7, G C,~,(.fi n ’ ‘1. 
Proqf’ (I = 2). Let there be j; a function belonging to L”(T), p 3 1. For 
any g in C’(T), since M,, is a contraction in L”(T), we write 
II Mn.f-.f‘ll LPI I‘) G II M,!i! -K II /I’( T, + 2 IIf- g II /Pf I)’ 
Using Theorem IV.1, this quantity is bounded by 
which is not greater than (2 + C,)$,(n ’ ‘,,f) where .Xj is Peetre-X- 
functional. Now, we use the well-known result for a Lipschitz-graph 
domain (see H. Johnen and K. Cherer [9]): 
.%$(t,,f) d Ctew,(.f; t). 
So we obtain our main desired result. 
Remark. The last result is natural and expected; indeed, the degree of 
approximation corresponding to Bernstein-Kantorovic polynomials of 
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degree n in L”(O, 1) is indicated by H. Berens and R. A. DeVore in [2]. It 
is o,(f. n I”) for any function ,f’in L”(O,l ). 
Now let us introduce W,,p( T), Sobolev spaces of functionsf’E L”(T) with 
derivatives D’lf’ (in the distributional sense) belonging to L”(T), 1 q/ <d, 
endowed with the norm 
ll.fll<,.,, =
! 
2 II D “fll’;,, 7) 
I ‘, I T’ <I ! 
IP 
PROPOSITION IV.3. The tlvo assumptions are equiwlent ,fbr p > 1: 
( 1 1 .f is in W,,,(T), 
(2 1 II M,,.fll d,p is unijormly bounded. 
Pro@I (I = 2). First, let us suppose (I ) is true. 
Using the density of the space W(T) of infinitely differentiable functions 
on T with compact support, in W,,,,(T), we show that the expression of 
D“M,,jY (3.4), falls for any .f’in W,l.,( 7) if ) q I d d and I q I 6 II. 
Then Holder inequality and binomial formula lead us to 
II D “M,,.f II 120 71 6 
n! (n+2)! 
(n-t lql)! (n- lql+2)! II D Yf‘ll uy rj ~2llDYf‘llmn~ 
so> II M,,f‘ll d.p G 2 11.1‘11 d,,, This inequality is still true if p = I. 
Conversely, let us suppose I( M,,f’II dl, is uniformly bounded. Since M,J 
converges to ,f in L’(T), for /ql <d, D“M,,,f converges to Dyf in the dis- 
tributional sense. Then, Q(T) being dense in L”(T), l/p + l/q = 1, and 
I! M,,f‘(ld,,, being bounded, DYM,,,f‘is a weak Cauchy sequence in Lp( T). So 
its limit is in L”(T). 
COROLLARY. For an)‘.f‘ in W,,,(T), p 3 1, the sequence M,,,f corwerges to 
f’ in W,,.,(T). 
Proc$ It is a consequence of Theorem III.1 and of the first implication 
of Proposition IV.3 for p 3 I, via the density of 9(T) in W,,J T). 
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